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Another example of Troy's ability to live in a fictitious world is his denial to his best friend, Bono about the
reality of his extramarital affair with Alberta. It emphasised the general situation at Hillsborough was
satisfactory compared with most grounds. She has high hopes for her son, Cory and sides with him in his wish
to play football. Integration means nothing to him because it came too late to benefit his life. Rose believes
Troy did the right thing in taking over Gabriel's money. The subtropical climate makes Okinawa a pleasant
place to live with flowers all round the year. In July,the US Army took the navy government over. Life is a
series of routines culminating in death. Troy sings the song to his newborn daughter, passing on a song that
tells an important story of her past and links that past to the present. Interpreting and Inheriting History Much
of the conflict in Wilson's plays, including Fences, arises because the characters are at odds with the way they
see the past and what they want to do with the future. This is a way playwrights manipulate the sense of time
in a play, but for Wilson in particular, the repeated events and language of the play are in keeping what he
calls a "blues aesthetic. She has dreams and hopes for the future, like Lyons who also plays the numbers and
wants to be successful in a difficult profession, jazz music. Adults will love the book too. It will also establish
Lyons as a trust-worthy, sympathetic character when Lyons makes good on his loan because he proves much
more reliable than Troy's perception of Lyons in this first scene. Brownie's embarrassment over possessing a
watermelon is a direct reference to racist stereotypical images of African Americans. Rose's request that Troy
and Cory build a fence in their small, dirt backyard comes to represent her desire to keep her loved-ones close
to her love. Troy sings two blues songs, one, in Act Two, scene three, "Please Mr. Observe hyphenation
conventions b. Troy hopes his love for his daughter and her innocence will change Rose's heart and allow
Troy another chance at fatherhood and marriage. Like so many of Wilson's characters, Rose finds her strength
in religion; she turns to the church when her marriage lets her down. Mimi goanna drink yourself to death. His
work was nurtured through institutions like the Yale School of Drama, where the Dean of the Drama School at
the time, theatre director Lloyd Richards, recognized Wilson's talent. She represents the primary care giver of
the Manson household by cooking for everybody and bringing he whole family in together to eat. I go out.
The blues is a melancholy song created by black people in the United States that tends to repeat a twelve bar
phrase of music and a 3-line stanza that repeats the first line in the second line. Analysis Troy and Cory's
father-son relationship succumbs to its first major blow while working together on Rose's fence. Instead the
emphasis is on characterization. Engineer, let a man ride the line," which echoes the pleas of a man begging a
train engineer to let him ride, in hiding, for free. There are pros and cons to this. The area was filled with
chatter which was worsened by the echoes created by the talking. Troy's courage in overcoming racism is also
suggested by Troy's complaint against the Sanitation Department that eventually hires Troy as the first black
man to drive a trash truck. Either we indoctrinate ourselves against that which we saw as wrong with our
parents, or we catch their disease and we pass it on. He faces questions that resonate throughout the Century
Cycle: What is the proper balance between acceptance and outrage at injustice? If Troy is now too old to play
major league baseball, he is not too old to be attractive to other women. Bono and Troy's friendship is closest
in this first scene and their language borrows words from each other more frequently in these first
conversations. A character that rides a train or talks of trains, or even goes to a train station came to represent
change. Six months later, Troy says he is going over to the hospital to see Alberta who went into labor early.


